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Introduction

The field of health information systems is driving active research and development works that continue to span many areas of studies; for instance, the onset of personal health records (PHRs), the exploration of solutions to contain the worrying rising costs of health care, and the modelling and assessment of the efficiency of clinical information systems.

It’s worth noting as well that companies developing PHRs, mostly originating from the dot-com and internet world, will manage and host patient health data in place of traditional health institutions [2]. Though, PHRs are still in an early state of development and adoption, with the promise of better care, improved communication with the care providers, and reduced costs [2]. Information technology (IT) in hospitals has the potential to reduce and/or avoid medical errors, and improve patient care. Nevertheless, with the rising costs of health care, IT is under scrutiny and economical pressure [4,5]. Many hospitals, whether of small size in rural regions of industrialized nations or in developing countries, cannot afford the latest IT infrastructure and strive to take advantage of IT systems at moderate costs. Hence, hospital to hospital IT outsourcing partnership is an innovative response to this issue that can potentially benefit both the outsourcing smaller sized rural hospitals and the outsourced large and well equipped hospital [4]. Open source software and Web based health information are other technologies that will be further explored given their intrinsic lower costs [6,7,8].

The modelling of clinical information system in various aspects; security, decision, support, and mobile e-health [9,10,11,12] is tackled by many papers. Main objectives are to identify pitfalls and areas of improvement. In parallel, the evaluation of systems is an important topic in order to gauge and measure the “return” value of existing systems [13,14,15,16].

Prototyping of sophisticated systems for the wireless monitoring of patients
health condition is still generating a lot of interest in our ever increasing need for novel and innovative solutions [17,18].

Conclusions

The result of the selection process for this 2009 yearbook section on health information systems includes five papers as listed in Table 1. A short content summary of these selected papers can be found in the Appendix of this synopsis.

A recent shift in the patient information management, introduced by personally controlled health record (PCHR) systems is analyzed in [2]. Opportunities and challenges are examined as well as key issues for clinical research. In [3], the authors describe and compare challenges and lessons learned by the implementation of three PCHR systems developed in different settings. A study outlining the benefits and challenges of hospital to hospital partnerships in developing IT infrastructure is presented in [4]. For the first time, a comparison of the use of IT in hospitals from seven industrialized nations has been made and results are discussed in [16]. Finally a fifth paper gives a comprehensive description of the design, building, use and evaluation of a wireless prototype to monitor ambulatory patients, which can be useful in overcrowded emergency departments or at disaster scenes [17].
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Table 1 Best paper selection of articles for the IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2009 in the section ‘Health Information Systems’. The articles are listed in alphabetical order of the first author’s surname.
Appendix: Content Summaries of Selected Best Papers for the IMIA Yearbook 2009, Section Health Information Systems*

Curtis DW, Pino EJ, Bailey JM, Shih EJ, Waterman J, Vinterbo SA, Stair TO, Guttag JV, Greenes RA, Ohno-Machado L

SMART - an integrated wireless system for monitoring unattended patients
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2008 Jan-Feb;15(1):44-53

This technical and comprehensive paper describes the design, building, use, and evaluation of the Smart system, a continuous monitoring system for both overcrowded emergency rooms and disaster sites. These are settings where patients cannot be well monitored after triage and where patient may deteriorate suddenly without being noticed which is the case in places where patients outnumber caregivers. The Smart system is different from other similar systems in that it could be part of a regular emergency department and at the same time it could easily extend to field work when necessary. Several existing similar systems are described and differences with the Smart system design and objectives are outlined. The paper gives a detailed description of the design and implementation of the various modules of the system. The Smart Central includes a decision support program that analyses data and triggers the alarms. The caregiver module proposes two interfaces, one associated with the Smart Control and one for the caregiver PDA. A thorough description of the operating modes of the system is presented. An initial evaluation at Brigham and Women’s Hospital’s Emergency Department in Boston with 145 post-triage patients is presented and discussed.

Halama JD, Mandl KD, Tang PC

Early experiences with personal health records
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2008 Jan-Feb;15(1):1-7

Personal Health Records (PHRs) give patients web based access to their own healthcare data and enable them to be stewards of their own information. This paper presents three case studies of such systems: 1) PAMFOnline at Palo Alto Medical Foundation (a clinic version of MyChart, a patient portal of a commercialized EHR), 2) PatientSite developed by and hosted at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center which allows patients to amend their own record on-line, and 3) Indivo at Children’s Hospital Boston. Indivo, an open source system, results from a research grant initiative. It is a container to integrate copies of data from diverse hospital EMRs and to maintain collated copies of records. Implementation challenges from 1999 to 2007 are described and future goals for the next five years are discussed. The authors share their collective experiences and lessons learned from operating PHRs in their respective institutions: a community based multi-specialty group practice, a university hospital, and a children’s hospital. The experience at these three institutions demonstrates that personal health records which share data among patients and providers can successfully be deployed but requires careful attention regarding issues such as privacy, security, data stewardship, and personal control.

Jha AK, Doolan D, Granit D, Scott T, Bates DW

The use of health information technology in seven nations

The purpose of this paper is to determine and compare the adoption and use of health information technology and more specifically electronic health records (EHR) and health information exchange (HIE) in seven industrialized nations (United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Netherlands, Australia, and New Zealand). This study was motivated by the fact that despite high levels of spending in these nations, there is still the necessity to improve the quality and efficiency of care. Also it is also expected by the authors that the results of this study could give some insights on how the United States could improve the adoption of EHRs. Data is collected through a combination of publications and interviews with experts from all seven countries. The situation is compared according three topics: the EHR rate of use in the ambulatory and hospital setting, the adoption of health information exchange technology, and the role of the public sector in promoting the utilization of health information technology. Results are presented for these three topics regarding the situation for each country reflecting both similarities and striking differences. The authors observe that hospitals across the seven countries part of the study have been slow to adopt EHRs, which are still in an early stage of development. They also remark that the benefits of HIE will be obtained only at the cost of significant financial investments.

Mandl KD, Kohane IS

Tectonic shifts in the health information economy

This viewpoint paper discusses on the major changes in health information systems which just started in the last few years with the increasingly adoption of personally controlled health records (PCHR) systems. PCHR systems are computer platforms that enable patients to personally manage their own health care records. The authors discuss both on the new business opportunities sought by large corporations in the

* The complete papers can be accessed in the Yearbook’s full electronic version, provided that permission has been granted by the copyright holder(s).
management of health care information and on the efficiency and cost saving issues brought by these systems. Moreover, the authors stress that the PCHR platform model introduces a shift in the control of health information previously ensured by each care provider institution. While this will provide assistance with clinical care processes, it will affect the biomedical research enterprise as well. A new scale of data ‘liquidity’ into PCHR platforms will be expected where health care consumers independently decide about subsequent disclosure of their data. As a result, companies new to health care may ultimately house and manage the most comprehensive and up-to-date health care databases. The authors fear that the access to the best research resources will be affected in ways that cannot be fully predicted. The conclusion ends with hope that under favorable conditions, consumers with PCHRs will soon control their health care data making health care safer and biomedical research more efficient.

Reddy MC, Purao S, Kelly M
Developing IT Infrastructure for Rural Hospitals: A Case Study of Benefits and Challenges of Hospital-to-Hospital Partnerships

This paper presents a study examining benefits and challenges for smaller size hospitals in outsourcing IT infrastructure from a larger and more technologically advanced hospital in their region. Many smaller hospitals face a challenge when urged to both build sophisticated IT infrastructures and control IT costs. The case study has been carried out in the United States and describes the situation in which a regional hospital outsources IT to three rural hospitals. The study design is based on interviews of senior managers from the four hospitals. The results describe benefits such as cost savings, shared IT staff and expertise. Challenges are revealed in areas such as customer service expectations and the complexity of interdependency of relationships between both parties. Lessons learned are discussed and key elements to a successful hospital to hospital partnership are presented. Hospital to hospital partnership proved globally to be satisfactory for both partners if properly managed.